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1 Introduction

FLOW!'RAN-TF is a two-component (air-water), tw'o-phase thermal-hydraulics code
de.,;igned for performing accident analyses of SRS reactor fuel assemblies during the
Emergency Cooling System (ECS) phase of a Double Ended Guillotine Break /DEGB/
Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). This report provides a brief description of the physical
models in the version of FLOVvTRAN-TF used to compute the Recommended K-Reactor
Rest_ ECS Power Limit (Smith et al., 1990a: Smith et al., 1990b). This document is
viewed as an interim report and should ultimately be superseded by a comprehensive
user/programmer manual. In general, only high level discussions of governing equauons
and constitutive laws are presented. Numerical implementation of these models, comte
architecture and user information are not generally covered. A companion docurne_t
describing code benchmarking is available (,Flach et al., 1990).

2 Geometric Capability

The basic geometric capability of FLOWTRAN-TF is similar to that of FLOWTRAN-FI
(Aleman et al., 1.989) and illustrated by, but not limited to, the example configuration
shown in Figures 2. l and 2.2. The Middle Section is compnsed of one or more axial flow
channels separated by solid conductors. Each channel is divided into one or more
azimuthal cells. Azimuthal crossflows :u'e allowed within a channel. Figures 2.1 and 2.2
show two channels, each with four azamuthal fluid cells per axial layer, separated bF' three
conductors. Sixteen azimuthal and tt'u'ee radial solid cells per cylinder are also shown.
Above and below the middle section are strictly one-dimensional axial Top and Bottom
Sections which are not coupled to any solid heat conductors, Currently, FLOWTRAN-TF
is restricted to a cylindrical geometry. Within this framework, the Mark-22 assembly and
_Lllexisting experunental rigs of interest can be suitably modeled.

Fign._re2.3 illustrates a cross-sectional (r-0) view of the computational mesh used to model
the active core region (Middle Section) of a Mark-22 assembly. The actual Mark-22
assembly consists of five metal cylinders axedfive flow channels. However, the innermost
and outermost flow channels are purge cha_nnels that take a negligible fraction of the total
assembly flow. Also the Universal. Sleeve Housing (the outermost solid cylinder)
generates no power. Therefore the two assembly purge channels are neglected and
FLOWTRAN.-TF calculations are performed for four solid cylinders and three flow
channels, Each flow channel contains four subchannels each of which is modeled with a
single azimuthal fluid cell, 'This simplified model assumes that the innermost and
outermost surfaces m the mesh are adiabatic.

An exploded view of a section of' one metal cylinder in Figure 2.3 is used to indicate a
typical solid radial mesh. The cladding layer is represented by a single radial node while
the metal core contains three nodes. Figure 2.3 also illustrates how the solid and fluid cells
_u'ecoupled. For example, in each azimuthal sector, the heat fluxes computed over surfaces
4 and 5 are multiplied by their respective surface areas and summed to calculate the total
heat deposited to the fluid in the sutx'hannels of the middle flow channel. Eight azimuthal
solid cells are routinely used in the calculations so that two azimuthal cells fall into each
fluid subchannel. To simulate a +_20%a.zimuthal power tilt, the power distribution factors
listed in Table 2.1 are employed.

A schematic representation of the axial mesh used for Mark-22 assembly calculations is
illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The model consists of an upper region having four fluid cells, a
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middle region with 15 axial cells in both the fluid and solid mesh, and a lower region with
tv, o .quid cells. The middle region contains the three annular flow paths and only the 13
central axial cells irl the middle region _Lreheated. Loss coefficients are set in the lower
region to rnc_Lel flow through a single pressure plate as illustrated in the figure. Figure 2.4
,_1.,o '.ndicates the _undarv condition information required bv FLOWTRAN-TF and the
,_ources _:,ti_',e_nput.
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Table 2.1 Azimuthal power profile used in IVlark-22assembly calculations

Azimuthal Cell Azimuthal Power Factor
mnlmmlmI_mN_T _ I II --. i lm,, urn..

1, 2 1.2
3, 4 1.0
5, 6 0.8
7,8 1.0

IIIWlUlk_'-- - I II II I IIII II I llJ11 I
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3 Solid Heat Conduction

The FLOWTRAN-TF code is capable of solving the full unsteady t.hree-dimensionN heat
conduction equation in a cylindrical geometry to determine the temperature distribution
within solid reactor assembly components and the assembly surface temperatures. Two-
dimensional r-.0 and one-dimensional radial calculations can also be chosen. Typically



axial heat conduction is not considered in order to achieve computational savings, As
shown in the exploded view of Fig. 2.3, a composite solid structure consisting of three
different rnatenals can be modeled. For reactor assemblies, these solid layers represent the
outer cladding, core, and inner cladding. For experimental rigs, these layers can be used to
represent the layers of a composite heater. The conduction equations are solved using the
.;ame finite difference method used in the FLOWTRAN-FI code. Full details of the
governing equations and solution methods are provided in the FLOWTRAN-FI code
manual (Aleman et al., 1989). Briefly, the governing equation is given by

0T
pcp-3C= V,(kVT)+ s(t,r,0,z) (3.1/

_vhere the source term s(t,r,0,z) is due to either neutronic heating in the Mark-22 assembly
or electrical heating in the Various experimental rigs. Power generation calculations to
cletine s(t,r,@,z) ,are discussed in the next section. Surface heat fluxes due to a convective
boundary condition are defined as discussed in the Wall Heat Transfer section.

4 Power Generation

The heat conduction calculations in FLOWTRAN-TF require a deposited power source for
each computational node in the finite difference formulation. The representation of the
deposited power distribution depends upon whether a reactor assembly or ,'melectrically
heated experimental ng is being modeled. In either case, no fundamental power calculation
is performed within FLOWTRAN-TF. Instead, the code takes input power data and
unfolds it into a detailed nodal power distribution. Since the identical formulation used in
FLOWTRAN-FI is also used in FLOWTRAN-TF, a complete description of the power
distribution calculations including the mathematical equations used is available in the
FLOWTRAN-FI code manual (Aleman et al., 1989).

For neutronic heating in a reactor assembly, the input data is generated by four other
computer codes. The time response of total reactor power is generated by the reactor
system code AA3 (Smith and Church, 1982), which contains a point kinetics model.
I_5etailedassembly power shapes are provided by the GLASS system of codes (Smetana,
1982), which uses two-dimensional integral transport theory for umr supercell calculations.
The response of fission product decay power versus time is generated by the HMTABLE
code (Baxter and Apperson, 1982). The time-dependent axial shape is calculated using the
one-dimensional space-time kinetics code AXLIB3 (Perey, 1987). For electric heating in
an experimental rig, the input power distribution information is easily generated
analytically,

Four basic assumptions are made to derive the expression for the nodal deposited power:

1. The overall power shape is the product of three separable shapes: axial, radial,
and azimuthal.

2. Three separate radial power shapes are required, one for the neutronic
component, one for the wet tank decay heat component, and one for the dry.'
tank decay heat component.



3. The neutronic axial shape depends on time, so that we can model the effects of
safety, rod insertion, lt_e radial and azimuthal power shapes are assumed to be
independent of time, but the radial shape, is dependent on reactor exposure.

4. The axial decay heat shape is independent of time.

I?ne deposited power calculation cml then be represented by

si(t;r,e,z) = P0Fi(t)Ri(r)(0i(_3)Zi(t,z) (4,1)

where the contribution to the total deposited power at time t in node i is equal to the initial
power P0 multiplied by a time dependent function Fi(t), a radial power shape R,(r), an
azimuthal power shape 1_i(t3),an axial power shape Zi(t,z) that is also a function of time.

5 Fluid Governing Equations

Air-steam-water flow is modeled with a set of space-time averaged, two-phase, two-
component, differential transport equations. Air is assumed to be noncondensable, The
gas phase is assumed to be completely mixed so that the air and water vapor components
have the same velocity and temperature., As a result of these assumptions, 3 mass, 2 vector
momentum, and 2 energy equations are required. In addition, both phases are assumed to
have the same pressure. The viscous dissipation term is neglected in the energy equations.
Distribution effects are neglected except in interfacial drag modeling. Interfacial momentum
exchange due to phase change is also neglected. The resulting transport equation set is (see
L_ey and Drew (1988) for example):

_._r+steam) mass balance:

O0_pg
8--'[-+ V.[c_pgvg] = F I + Fw 5.1)

Air mass balance;

c_c_p_X_
at + V.[a.p_vgX_] = 0 (5.2)

l,,.icmidmass ba!anc_

8(1-(_)pf
+ V'[(1--o_)pfv r] =- FI - F w (5,3)at

Gas momentum balance:

Ovg
or.pg--_ + O:pgVgVvg = - c_VP + c_pgg -- Fwg - F I (5.4)

Liquid mom.,,¢ntumbalan_.c_
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hvr
(l-_)Pf_+(l-cz)pfvfVvr=-(l--cz)VP + (l-.c_)pfg- Fwr-_.F! 5.5j

bP
dccp_hgcjt+ V.[(zp_h_Vg] = cz-_ + Q_'s + E[ + E_,. 5.6)

Liquidener_' balance:

_( 1-ot)pt, h f 8P
V[(1-O,)ofhfv f] = (1-ot,)"_+Qwf EI[-E w 5.7)

The space-time averaging operators have been omitted for brevity in equations (5.1-7). In
equations (5. l-7_, ,and throughout the document unless otherwise defined, the following
nomenclature is used:

Subscn_.;.

g = gas

f _ liquid

a_-air

S ,'_ steam

ct - void fraction

P -= pressure

T - _mperature

p - mass density

Xa _- mass fraction of air in the gas phase

h m enthalpy

v -= phasic velocity vector m (u, w)T

u - axial velocity, V.nz

w -= azimuthal velocity, v.n0

g ; gravitational vector

8
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The fluid constitutive terms contaaned in the above transport equations are discussed _n
more detail in subsequent sections and are denoted as

Vi = rate of gas phase mass creation at two-phase interfaces in the bulk fiow
per unit volume

Fw - rate of gs phase mass creation through boiling or condensation at walls
per umr volume

FI = intert'acial drag force on the gas phase per unit volume due to relative
motion between the phases _vector)

F[: - axial interfaci_ drag component, Fl'nz

F_ - azimuthal interfacial drag component, FI.n,_

Fwk = 'net' wall drag force (actual + 'induced' interfacial d.rag due to wall
friction) on the k phase per unit volume (vector)

F z,_.k= axial wall drag component, Fwk'nz

F,2_ =- azimuthal wall drag component, Fwk.nx

El = energy transfer rate to the gas phase tiu'ough heat and mass transfer at
two-phase interlaces i.nthe bulk flow per unit volume

Ew -- energy transfer rate to the gas phase through boiling or condensation at
waUs per umr volume

Qw_:= wall heat rate into the k phase per unit volume.

The primary, variables in FLOWTRAN-TF are ta.ken as total pressure P, gas void fraction
or, gas temperature T, liquid temperature Tr, air mass fraction Xa, gas phasic velocity vg,
and hqmd phasic velocity vr. State variables other than P, 0t, Tg, Tf, and Xa are cornputed
as functions of the 5 primary state variables. External to the equation of state subroutine in
the code, the gas properties are viewed as functions of P, Tg, and Xa. The liquid
properties are functions of P and Tf. Due to the relatively low pressures and temperatures
encountered in SRS reactors, simple mixture rules _e sufficient. Internal to the equation of
state subroutine, the gas density is computed assuming Dalton's law and ideal gas behavior
and the gas enthalpy is computed assuming an ideal solution. The resulting internal
equations of state, in functional form, are

pf.= p f(P,Tf) (5.8)

hf--- h_P, Tr) (5,9/

Pa = Pa(Pa,Tg ) (5.10)

ha = ha(P, Tg) (5, 11)
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Ps = Ps(Ps,Tg) (5.12)

hs = hs(P, Tg) (5.13)

and the gas mixture equations are

P = Pa + Ps (5.14)

pa = XaPg (5.15)

Pg = Pa + Ps (5.16)

hg = Xaha + (1 - Xa)hs (5.17)

where

Pa - partial pressure of air

Ps - pamal pressure of steam

Oa -=-mass of air per unit tota! gas volume

Ps - mass of steam per unit total gas volume

Using the ideal gas law and equations (5.14-17) the air and steam partial pressures _u'e
computed from

XaMs

Pa = Pa(p, Xa) = PxaMs + (l_Xa)Ma (5.18)

and

Ps = p - Pa (5.19)

respectively, where

Ma = molecular weight of air

Ms - molecuh'u"weight of steam

Simple equation of state relations, denoted functionally by equations (5.8-13), were
developed taking advantage on the relatively low pressures and temperatures encountered in
SRS applications. The liquid thermodynatmc property mtxlels are valid for pressures up to
1MPa and temperatures from 275K to 450K. For gas thermodynamic properties,
temperatures up to 700K can be handled. Within these ranges of temperature and pressu.re,
the ideal gas assumption is generally quite good. The largest density error occurs f0r
saturated steam at IMPa where the code underpredicts by 7%.

10



6 Wall Heat Transfer

FI_.OWTRAN-'I_' contains a complete boiling curve for air-water, two-phase flow. Except
for the non-boiling portion of the curve, the wall heat transfer models are largely based on
untested adaptations of single-component correlations from the literature: it is an open
question v,'hether the models predict correct behavior for two-component (air-water/tlows.
An extensive literature survey was not made nor have novel models been incorporated into
the heat transfer scheme. Rather, we have looked to existing codes to provide guidance in
the development of a heat transfer module that uses tested correlations /for single-
component flows) capable of modeling a complete boiling curve. In particular, model
components have been abstracted from the existing FLOWTRAN-FI (Aleman et al., 1989_
code and from the RELAP (Ransom et al., 1985), COBRA/TRAC (Thurgood et al., 1983_,
TRAC (Liles et al., 1988), and THERMIT (Kelly, 1980) codes. We have selected heat
transfer correlations appropriate for the low pressure conditions that prevail in SRS
reactors.

One of the nonboiling heat transfer models is based on SRS data taken for air-water two-
phase downflows in a ribbed annulus. Fortunately, boiling at metal surfaces does not
occur using the current ECS power limit criterion of Tw,n = Tsar (Smith et al., 1990a:
Smith et al., 1990b). For this criterion the maximum surface temperature in the heated
assembly core is restricted to remain below the local fluid saturation temperature.
Therefore, a non-boiling heat transfer correlation appropriate for two-phase air-water
down flows is sufficient to calculate the wall heat flux throughout the LOCA-ECS transient
for ECS power limit computations. However, an assessment of the safety margin bet,seen
the physical damage limit and the conservative Twan = Ts_t limit requires calculations in
the boiling heat transfer regime. For these FLOWTRAN-TF calculations, the entire boiling
cu.rve logic may be exercised.

We lh'st discuss the overall wall heat transfer computational strategy and then describe the
individual heat transfer correlations selected and indicate their source.

6.1 Overall Heat Transfer Strategy

The basic FLOW'TRAN-TF heat transfer computational strategy is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
Subroutine QWALL, which is called at the stm of each tn-ne step from subroutine TRANS,
performs ',diof the heat transfer calculations required to advance the computation a.nother
time step. That is, QWALL provides explicit approximations to the calculated quantities.
QWALL calculates the heat flux to the liquid phase (qf),heat flux to the gas phase (qg), the
derivatives of heat fluxes with respect to wall temperature (Tw), and the wall vapor
generation rate (F,,,) at ali computational cell solid surfaces. Subroutine SOLID then uses
the total heat flux at each surface to calculate new time values for the solid temperature (T s)
and wall temperature. With new wall temperatures, the derivative with respect to wall
temperature is used to obtain an improved estimate for the surface heat fluxes. The new
estimates for the surf'ace heat fluxes are then used to formulate the fluid energy equations.
Finally, subroutine NEWTON solves for fluid temperatures at the new time.

The heat transfer correlations are coded in a set of seven subroutines that are called bv
QWALL. These subroutines (HCONV, SRLHTC, CDENS, MIKIC, CHEN, CHF, and
FILMB) axe used to solve for heat transfer coefficients and the surface heat fluxes in the
various heat transfer regimes considered. In general, the package models a boiling curve
with four heat transfer regimes:

ll



1, Single phase heat tr_s_sfer to liquid when the surface temperature is below the
l_'al fluid saturation temperature (TsAr).

2. SL_bcooL.edand saturated nucleate boiling heat transfer when the surface
temperature is between saturation and the critical heat flux temperature ITcH_F).

3. Transition heat transfer for wall temperatures between the critical heat flux
temperature and the minimum stable film boiling temperature (TMs_).

4. Film heat transfer when surt'ace temperatures are greater than TMsFd.

The basic structure of' subroutine QWALL is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 which shows the logic
used to select a particular heat transfer regime and the subroutines used to perform heat
transfer calculations within each regime. An input parameter (IBOIL) is specified by the
user to select the particular heat transfer options for the calculation. Each of the subroutines
and their associated heat transfer correlations is discussed below. For reference, a
schematic representation of the general boiling curve is presented in Fig. 6.3,

Subroutine QWALL also contains logic to adjust heat transfer to the moderator space as the
tank drains. That is, if the tank level covers the outer surface of the assembly for a given
axial cell, heat transfer at that surface is calculated using an input heat transfer coefficient
/HMOD) and input moderator temperature (TMOD). As the tank drams and outer su_'aces
become uncovered, the heat transfer coefficient is adjusted so that for bare surfaces an
adiabatic condition applies. For parnal coverage, the external heat transfer coefficient is
interpolated between the input value and zero to approximately account for surface d_'yout.

12
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Figure 6.1 FLOWTRAN-TF wall heat flux and temperature computational strategy
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6.2 lteat Transfer Correlations

The individual models comprising the overall boiling curve are discussed below. 'I'he
models are for wall heat (qf, qg) and mass (r'_,) flux quantifies. The wall heat (Qwf, Q,,,g)
and phase change (Fw) rates per unit volume are obtained by multiplying the flux quantities
by the appropriate cell surface area and dividing by fluid cell volume.

Single.Phase Fluids (HCONV): Heat transfer to a single-phase vapor is assumed to
occur when the cell void fraction is greater than 0.9999 and the wall temperature is above
saturation. The single-phase heat transfer correlations in subroutine HCC)NV are also used
for the liquid phase when the input parameter IBOIL is set equal to 0. That is, when the
IBOIL parameter is specified as 0, the code does not test for CHF and will use the single..
phase heat tr_sfer correlation in subroutine HCONV to calculate the surface heat flux for
a_y wall temperature.

15
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For heat transfer to either single-phase gas or liquid in turbulent flow, subroutine HCONV
uses the Sieder-Tate (1936) correlation which includes a viscosity correction to account for
heated wall effects. I-'he correlation is

0.14

hFc = 0.023 --_ ;,_

,s here

hFc ; forced convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 °C

k _ fluid thereto.1conductivity, W/m °C

DH - hydratllic dimeter of flow channel, m

Re - superficial Reynolds number = G D_;

G --- fluid (liquid or gas) mass flux, kg/m 2 s

Pr - Prandtl number = cp t.uk

cp - fluid specific heat, J/kg °C

-- fluid viscosity at bulk temperature, kg/m s

btw = fluid viscosity at wall temperaan'e, kg/m s

For single-phase l:m'_inarflow, the heat transfer coefficient is evaluated using (Rohsenow
and Choi, 1961)

hL = 4.0 .-_ (6.2)

Irapractice, the subroutine evaluates both equation (6.1) and equation (6.2) and takes the
maximum value for the single-phase heat transfer coefficient. This procedure yields a
continuous transition between the flow regimes.

Having obtained the heat transfer coefficient, the heat flux to either liquid or gas is then
ca!culated from

q = h (Tw- T') (6.3)

,,,,here

h _ maX(hL, hFc)

Tw - wall temperature, °C

T - fluid (gas or liquid) temperature, °C

16



In the single-phase liquid regime, the surface is assumed to be fully wetted and no vapor
generation at the wall takes place.

Single-Phase. Liquid or Two-Phase Fluid (SRLHTC): Correlations suitable for
air-water downflow in fibbed annuli were developed using experimental data obtained from
Rig B at SRS (Guerrero, 1990). Rig B consisted of a single annular channel (divided into
four subchannels by non-conducting ribs) that was heated over the outer radial surf'ace,
The rig was constructed of stainless steel and had uniform axial and azimuthal power
profiles. Experiments were conducted over a wide range of water flowrates m_d pressure
boundary conditions. The, data clearly divided into two gTeups according to void fraction:
this was attributed to a change in flow regime. The void fraction in Rig B for a particul_u"
set of operating conditions was estimated from FLOWTRAN-TF calculations. ,kt
calculated void fractions less than 0.75 a dispersed (bubbly, slug or churn-turbulent) flow
regime was inferred while at higher void fractions the flow regime was assumed to be
annular (sepa.rated). When the IBOIL parameter is set to -1, the following correlations
derived from a statistical analysis of the Rig B data are used.

In the dispersed flow regime, o_< 0.75, FLOWTRAN-TF uses the following slightly
modified form of the Ditms-Boelter (1930) correlation for turbulent liquid heat transfer

hFc = 0.0217 (-._)Re °'8 Pr°'4 (6,4a)

with

Re ; Gr D_q/;r(1 - a) (6,4b)

As indicated above, phasic liquid velocity is used in calculating the Reynolds number and
bulk liquid properties are used to evaluate physical properties. Correlation (6.4a) and the
experimental data are shown in Fig. 6.4. The figure legend gives the range of data that the
correlation is based on where the indicated pressure is the difference between inlet and
outlet pressures. Figure 6.4 also shows 95% confidence bounds on the correlation, the
correlation coefficient for the fit (rz = 0.47), and the standard estimate of the error tse =
i8.88), The standard estimate of the error is defined by

!= 1
s_= 6.5)n--2

Figure 6.5 shows the dispersed regime data with experimental error bars added along with
correlation (6.4a). The error bars on the data were calculated assuming a 1.2% error in the
power measurement and a 2°C error in thermocouple readings. Incidentally, we note that
the SRS data indicated that the viscosity correction used in the Sieder-Tate model did not
improve the correlation.

In the annular flow regime, 0_:, 0.75, the data were correlated with the equation
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k ) 1.5 pr0.5hFc = 6.77x10 -5 -_ Re (6.6a

with

Re - Gf DH/laf _,6,661

Equation (6.6a), which is based on an analogous expression for annular regime mass
transfer (Treybal, 1980), uses the superficial liquid velocity to eva.luate the Reynolds
number since this is typically used for' annular flow correlations. The correlation to the
experimental data with corresponding 95% confidence bounds is shown m Fig. 6.6. The
SRS data indicated that the viscosity correction used in the Sieder-Tate model did not
improve correlation (6.6a) either.

.-\s in subroutine HCONV, the laminar model given by equation (6.2) is used as a lower
bound on the heat transfer coefficient. Since we assume that the surface is wetted, ali of
the heat is trmasferred between the surface and the liquid phase.

\Ve account for the presence of ribs on the metal sttrfaces by using a rib efficiency factor to
augment the heat transfer coefficient on the surface where the rib is attached. The gaps
between ribs on SRS assemblies and the opposite metal surfaces are quite small
approximately 30 mil diamemcal gap). Therefore, water flow in the rib gap is restricted

and we assume that the metal surfaces within the gap do not contribute to heat removal.
That is, we assume that rib tip and the small surface ,_'ea urtmediately across from a rib are
adiabatic and heat transfer from these surface areas is not included in our calculation.

Using the solution for a rectangular fin insulated on its tip (Holman, 1976), we define the
function _ as

,,,,here

kw _ thermal conductivity of wall, W/m 2 °C

rL -_ rib length, m

r'r =-"rib half thickness, m

The fin efficiency is then given by

tanh(q_)
v= (6.s)

and an adjusted heat transfer coefficient is calculated fi'om

hFc = hFc[1.0 + Prib(_/r L- rT)] 6.9)
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where

Prib _ rib perimeter factor = nrib/PS

nrib -= number of ribs on solid cell surface

Ps = wetted perm_eterof solid cell without ribs, m

Equation/6.9) accounts for rib efficiency and also decreases the effective heat transfer
coefficient on surfaces opposite to the rib when W' equals zero. We account for the
decreased heat transfer at the opposite surface by reducing the surface area available for
heat transfer. That is, the effective heat transfer _'ea on a surface opposite to a rib is
determined by subtracting off the rib area from the true surface area.

_ ,,.,, ,, ,,,
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Figure 6.4 Correlation of Rig B dispersed regime heat transfer data (c_ < 0.75)
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Vapor Condensation (CDENS): When two-phase mixtures are present, vapor
condensation is accounted for by, the interfacial heat and mass transfer calculations.
However, when the fluid phase is entirely vapor (ct > 0.9999) and the wall temperature is
below saturardon, the vapor will condense on the wa.ll. To calculate w_fllcondensauon heat
transfer we adopt the method used by RELAP.

A heat transfer coefficient for condensation on a vertical plane surface with a stationa D,
vapor phase tnegligible interfacia.l shear) is calculated from (Collier, 1972)

_ c6, I())

A correlation for condensation on a vertical tube with significant interfacial shear between
the condensate and vapor is (Collier, 1972; Carpenter and Colburn, 1951)

kf

h_o_- 0.065-74p__ _ _,_,

where the term _:iin equation (6.11) is defined by

%= 0.0792 Re_l/4 (p---_.gV_) (6,12)

In the above equations

kf =- liquid thermal conductivity, W/m °C

Of - liquid density, kg/m 3

0, - gas density, kg/m 3

_.f - liquid viscosity, kg/m s

g -= gravitational acceleration, 9.8066 m/sz

Vg - superficial gas velocity, rrds

Prf - Prandtl number for liquid phase = cpr Ixr/k¢

Ref --- superficial liquid Reynolds number = Gf DH/_.f

Re a - superficial gas Reynolds number = G a DH/_g

The maximum of these two estimates of the condensation heat transfer coefficient xs thera
used to calculate the wall heat flux in order to cover the range of vapor flow situations'

hcon = max(hconl,hcon2) (6, 13a)

. ,. , ,i...... IllltllllillllJil'" ,.......... ,........... ', ' , '11[,'
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qg = hconIT_ - Tg) (6, 13b)

The vapor condensation mass flux at the wall is calculated from

A qg
Fw= (6,14)

hfg + 0,5[Cpg(Tg- Ts.at)]

where
A

Fw - rate of vapor condensation per unit surface area, kg/s me

hfg _ latent heat of vaporization, J/kg

cpg -- gas specific heat, J/kg °C

Tg - gas ternlx_rature, °C

Lsat -= saturation temperature, °C

'rbe second term in the denominator of (6.14) accounts for the energy required to cool
vapor at the bulk temperature Tg to saturation temperature.

Boiling Heat Transfer . Mikic/Rohsenow Correlation (MIKIC): When the
,,,,',alitemperature exceeds the local saturation temperature but is less than the critical heat
flux temperature and liquid is present, the fluid is in the boiling heat transfer regime. We
have implemented two procedures to estimate the heat transfer to the liquid under boiling
conditions in FLOWTRAN..TF. When IBOIL= 1, the code branches to subroutine MIKIC
while any other valuc of the IBOIL input parameter causes the code to use subroutine
CHEN. In this part of the report we describe the MIKIC boiling curve while in the
following section the CHEN b,oiling curve is explained.

In subroutine MIKIC, the interpolation procedure suggested by Bergles and Rohsenow
_1964) ls used to, construct a smooth curve for forced convection boiling. The boiling
curve is approx_ated by the relationship

"--qf= c + (qii - qBi) (6.15)

where

qFc = forced convection heat flux

qB = fully developed boiling heat flux

qB, = fully developed boiling heat flux at point of incipient boiling (ONB)

For qFc (hFc) we use the SRS correlations shown m equation (6.4a) and equation (6.6a)
above. The MXkicand Rohsenow (1969) con'elation

_9
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I
qB = 1.89x10-1 hfg cpr pg (Tw - Tsar)3 = t_B (Tw - Tsar)3 (6.16)

0"9(P )5gc f- Pg Tsar

is used to calculate the fully developed boiling heat flux where

kf - liquid thermal conductivity, W/m °C

hfg .._ latent heat of vaporization, J/kg

pf - liquid density, kg/m 3

pg - gas densit3,, kg/m 3

Cpf -- liquid specific heat, J/kg °C

g = _rav!tarional acceleration, 9.8066 m/s 2

gc -= conversion constant

c_ - surface tension, N/m

All of the fluid properties used in equation (6.16) are evaluated at the local saturation
temperamreo The heat flux at the point of incipient boiling is calculated from equation
(16.16)using the temperature difference at the point of incipient boiling (Tw - Tsar)i:

qBi= I_B(AToI_B)3 (6,17)

The temperature difference at ONB (onset of nucleate boiling) is estimated using the
procedure developed by Bjorge and Rohsenow (1982) modified to account for the presence
noncondensable gases. A detailed description of this procedure is given by Aleman et. al.
(1989). In summary, AToN_ is calculated from the expression

1

ATsub Nueav+ 2 Nucav _2 - Y

1 -. Nucav ' hFC < htan

AToNe = (6.18)
1

Nutan Z Y, hFc > htan

In equation (6.18), Nu=,, is the nucleation site cavity Nusselt number defined to be

hFc rm_

Nucav = _ (6.19)

and Num is the Nusselt number at the point of bubble tangency del'meal by the expression
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hcanrmax [

Nutan = kw = (6 20")1 +'4':

..

wi_ere the parameter 1:is given by

1:= max{O, 1 + 2(,ATsub- "_£} (6.21)

Equation (6.20) is used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient at the point of bubble
tangency h_. In defining the Nussett numbers, we have used the parameters:

k,_ -= then'nN conductivity of wall, W/m °C

rmax - maximum nucleation site cavity radius, m
(rmaxis taken to be l_n)

ATsub - Tsar" Tf

The other terms in equations (6.18) and (6,21) are defined by the relationships

and

y= pg Tsar( vft'_ (6.23)hfg )sat

where

vfg - difference in specific volumes of saturated liquid and saturated gas, m3/kg

pg --- partial pressure of non-condensible gas, Pa

The v term in the above equations accounts for the presence of non-condensible gas. The
partial pressure of the non-condensible component in the gas phase is calculated from an
application of Henry's law

pg = x c Hsat (6.24)

where Hsat is the Henry's law constant at the local saturation temperature. The liquid
concentration of the dissolved gas (xc) is calculated from

( psat- P )xc = Yc Psat- HT (6.25)

where

Yc = gas phase molar concentration of non-condensible component
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Psat -= vapor pressure of pure liquid at Tr, Pa

P ---"total local pressure, Pa

HT: =- I-[em'y'slaw constant at local temperature

To calculate the vapor generation rate, we assume that the nucleate l_milingheat flux, given
by/qf - qFcl, is available for vapor generation. The amount of vapor generated at the wall
is then calculated a.s

" qf - qFc
Fw= ' (6.26}

hfg

Boiling Heat Transfer - Chen Correlation (CHEN): In subroutine CHEN, we
use the Chert (1963) correlation for both subcooled and saturated nucleate boiling to
calculate a heat flux to the liquid phase. The Chen correlation is used by ali of the stand:trd
codes mentioned previously in a similar fashion, This correlation assumes a superposition
of a forced-convection heat transfer correlation and a pool boiling correlation sothat the
to_l heat n'ansfer coefficient and corresponding heat flux are given by

hCHEN = hgc + h_ 6.27)

and

qf= hFc(T w - Tr) + hNB("Fw - Tsar) (6,28)

The forced-convection heat transfer coefficient is calculated from a modified Dittus..Boelter
correlation

(kf) 81:_.0'4hFc =0.023 F ._ Re°' /6.29)

while the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient is obtained using the correlation

0.00122 Slpr°°5 hf,kfPfbl.f0g0'24 [ kf Cpf g_7'_c _f ]0'5(3,
hNg = (Tw _ Tsat)0.24(pw_ p)0.75

(6.30a)

which can be rearranged into the equivalent form

(kf)weO.SReO.SprO.21[C)t'Cpf (Tw-T._at)]°'24 Pw-Pl°75h,,,4B= 0.00122 S ,--_ ----- Pg hfs PfVfz
(6,30b)

In the above equations

F = Reynolds number factor
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S -= suppression factor

k¢ - liquid theIrnal conductivity., W/m °C

hfg - latent heat of vaporization, J/kg

Pr = liquid density, kg/m 3

pg, = gas density, kg/m 3

laf _ liquid viscosity, kg/m s

Cpf - liquid specific heat, J/kg °C

_, = gravitational conversion constant_C

c_ = surface tension, N/m

Pw = saturation pressure ccrresponding to Tw, Pa

P = system pressure, Pa

We = Weber number, ' 'tVr,',Pf DH)/_

Vr =- superficial liquid velocity, m/s

Ali liquid properties are evaluated at the saturation temperature. Equation (6.29) is identical
to the usual Dittus-Boelter (1930) correlation except that a Reynolds number factor F is
included to account for two-phase flow effects. The parameters F and S are in turn
obtained using the relationships shown below due to Collier (1981).

We first calculate an inverse Martinelli factor Xtt 1 (Collier, 1972; Lockhart and Martinelli,
194911as

77 _ (6.31)

where

x = fluid quality

lag = gas viscosity, kg/m s

The Reynolds number factor used in equation (6.29) is then given by the relationship
(Collier, 1981)

{1,0 , Xtt l < 0.1

F= (6.32)

2.34(Xu l + 0.213) °'73_s , XttI > 0.1
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We next calculate an effective two-phase Reynolds number as

ReTp =. 1 ()xl0 -a Re F125, {6.3 3}

where Re is the superficial liquid phase Reynotds number evaluated using saturation
properties. The two-phase Reynolds number is used to calculate the suppression factor S
from

1,0/[1,0 + 0,12(Req, p)1'14] , Re,rp < 32.5

S = 1,0/[1.0 + 0.42(ReTp)°'rs] , 32.5 ':_:ReTp < 50.9 {6.34)

0.1 , ReTp >--50.9

Following COBRA/TRAC (Thurgood, 1983), we have used an upper limit of 50.9 for
ReTp rather than the original value of 70_0 used in most other codes. As noted in the
COBRA/TRAC manual, the modified Reynolds number limit is used to make the
correlation continuous.

The Chen correlation was developed to describe saturated boiling but may also be
employed for subcooled nucleate boiling with minor modification (Thurgood, 1983). In
the subcooled regime, the suppression factor is computed from equation (6.34) using the
single-phase liquid Reynolds number to evaluate ReTp from equation (6.33) with the
Reynolds number factor F set equal to unity. Fluid properties in these correlations and in
equation (6.29) are evaluated at the subcooled liquid temperature. Equations (6.29) and
(6.30) are then used as before.

To calculate the vapor generation rate, we assume that the nucleate boiling heat flux, given
by the term

qNB= hNB(Tw" "Fsa,) (6.35)

is available for vapor generation. Rouhani and Axelsson (1970) suggest that a fraction of
this energy is used to heat liquid entering the saturated thermal boundary layer. The
remaining fraction available for vapor generation is given by

hfg (6.36)
gr = hfg + (pf/pg)(hf- hl)

where hf is the saturated liquid enthalpy and h1 is the liquid enthalpy at bulk fluid
conditions. The amount of vapor generated at the wall is then calculated as

^ eF hN 8 (Tw "- Tsar)
F w = (6.37)

hfg

Film Boiling (FIt, MB): When the wall temperature exceeds the minimum stable film
boiling temperature, the fluid enters the film boiling regime. In this regime, we follow the
TRAC heat transfer formulation and calculate separate heat fluxes to the liquid and to the
gas phases. When film boiling takes piace with relatively low void fractions, we assume
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that the liquid is in an inverted annular flow regime and that heat transfer to the liquid phase
occurs by convection through a thin vapor film and by radiation. For convective heat
transfer to the liq,d in inverted annular" flow, we use the Bromley-Pomeranz (Pomeranz,
1964/correlation given by

, ]O,25(DH]0'172 kg Og (Pf- 0g)_lfg g

,,,,here

Xc= 2 _ g(pf_ Pa) 6,39

and a modified heat of vaporization is defined as

hfs = hfs + 0,4 %s (Tw - Tr) (6.40)

,-kthigher void fractions, the liquid will be dispersed as droplets. The model assumes that
some liquid will st:iiicontact the suriace through drop impingement result:ing in heat transfer
directly to the liquid phase. In this flow regime, subroutine FILMB uses the Forslund-
Rohsenow (1968) correlation for liquid heat transfer. This correlation is

3 ..,0.25
hFR = 0.2.552 (1 - ct)2/3 ..k.gp_g(,Of- ,gg)fifg g_

DD gg (Tw _ Tsar) .j (6.41)

In equation (6.41) DD is the droplet diameter which is estimated from

4o
DD= (6.42)

p g(ug - ue)2

with the limits that 1.0xl0 4 < DD < 3.0x 10 .3 m. To interpolate between the inverted
annular flow regime and the dispersed liquid droplet flow regime, we use the parameter
detined by (Liles et al., 1988)

f O ct< CgA

= ct-- C{IA
cx'-_Is _ cgA CtIA'; Ct _<C_DIs (6.43)

1 ct > O_DIs

where

CqA --Void fraction limit for inverted annular flow = 0.5

CEDIS-= Void fraction for fully dispersed flow,= 0.75
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For void fractions less than 0,5 we assume that the flow is entirely inverted annular and for
void fractions great,-.'rthan 0.75 we assume that the liquid flow is entirely in the t'orm or"
dispersed droplets.

For heat transfer to ff:_egas phase, we use the Dougall-Rohsenow (1963) correlation which
is simply an applicati{}nof the Ditms-Boelter correlation using gas properties and a mixture
vehx:iw irl the Revno!ds number. The correlation is

hDR= 0.023 -_ Prg' (6.44}

DH UrnixPg
Re/rp - (6.451

big

with

Umix = cI, l Ugl + (1 -o{,) Iel (0.48

where ct is the void fraction and ug and uf are the phasic gas and liquid velocities,
respectively. In this high temperature boiling regime, we also include contributions to the
gas and liquid phase heat fluxes from radiation heat u'ansfer. Assuming a surface view
factor of unity and a surface emissivity of unity, the radiative heat fluxes to each phase are
given by

q}_ = e (Taw- Tsiat) (6.47)

and

qg = ¢ -

where _ is Boltzman's constant.

The contributions to the heat fluxes to the gas :rod l.iquid are then summed and weighted by
their respective volume fractions to obtain total film boiling heat fluxes as

qf = (1 - a)[(1 - _)hBp{Tw - TsaL.)+_hFR(Tw- Tsar)+ q}ad] (6.49}

qg = cZ[hDR(Tw _ Ta) + q_ad] (6.50)

Transition Boiling (FILMB)" Transition boiling takes place when the surface
temperature is greater than the critical heat flux temperature but below the minimum stable
film temperature, In this boiling regime, the FLOWTRAN-TF formulation is similar to the
TRAC scheme (Liles, 1988) and interpolates a surface heat flux between the critical heat
flux and the value at the minimum stable film temperature, That is, in the transition regime
we calculate a heat flux using
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_.. MSFBqf= (1 -O) q +SqCHF (6,5l

and

qg = (1 - 8) qMSFB (6.52

The interpolation parameter 8, which represents the fraction of the surface that is wetted, is
given by the relationship

8 = 1 - _2(3 - 2{) (6.53)

,,,,,here

Tw - TCHF

= TMSFB _ TCHF (6.54)

The functional form assumed in equation (6.53) defines a smooth cubic polynomial that
irtterpolates between the CHI= heat fluxes (qCHF for the liquid and zero for the gas) and the
heat fluxes at the minimum stable film temperature. The interpolating curve has a zero
slope at both end points.

Heat fluxes to the liquid and gas at the minimum stable film boiling temperature are
calculated from the film boiling correlations given in equations (6.38) through (6.50) using
the minimum stable film temperature (TMSFB) in piace of T w. To determine TMSFB,
FLOWTRAN-TF uses the empirical relationship developed for water by Groeneveld and
Stewa.rt (1983)

TMSFB= 284.7 + (4.41x10 -5 - 3.72x10-12P)P- 1.0xl04 x (16.55)
(2.82 + 1.22x10 -6 P)

where

TMSFB =- minimum stable film boiling temperature, °C

P -- pressure, Pa

x = quality

This expression is applicable at the lower pressures of interest with SRS assemblies. In
practice, the corrections to the leading term in equation (6.55) a_'e small and to a good
approximation, we are using TMSFB= 285 °C.

Critical Heat Flux and Critical Heat Flux Temperature (CHF): If the wall
temperature is greater than the saturation temperature, subroutine CHI: is called to calculate
the critical heat flux temperature and heat flux. All of the standard codes listed above use
some form of the Biasi correlation to determine the critical heat flux. The Biasi correlation
was developed for commercial nuclear reactor applications. The correlation includes both
upflow and downflow conditions but the database is restricted to uniformly heated test
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sections and high pressures. THERMIT supplements this correlation with two others to
increase the range of' applicability. FLOWTRAN-FI also contains correlations derived
from SRS data that may be more directly applicable to aluminum cIadded surfaces near
atmospheric pressure, <Vehave provided'the user option of selecting the Biasi correlation
or the SRS correlation, Neither correlation is verified for two-component air-water
systems,

The Biasi correlation uses three separate calculations of the critical heat flux and selects tile
final value depending on tile mass flux. For high mass fluxes (G > 30{)kg/me-s_, a low
quality heat flux is calculated from

1,88_x10 v 1/6 1/6
qcnt = " G- IF(P) G- - Xe] (6,56

and a high quality heat flux is calculated from

3'78x101 G-°'6 H(P)[1,0 Xe]qcrit = - t6,57
N

The maximum value of the two detemdnations of qcrit is then used for qCHF, In applying
equation (6,56), the pressure function F(P) is given by

F(P) = 0,7249 + 0,099 P e -°'°32 p (6,58)

Similarly, in applying equation (6,57), the corresponding pressure function H(P) is given
by

-0,019 P 8.99 P
H(P) =-1,159 + 0,149 P e + -_.... (6,59/

(10 + pa)

In t.x_thequations (6.56) and (6,57), Xe is the equilibrium quality and the exponent on the
hydraulic diameter (n) is chosen according to

0,4 , D__>O.O1 m

n = (6,60_

0,6 , DH< 0.01 m

In evaluating equations (6.56) through (6.59), the mass flux G is in units of Jcm2-s, the
pressure P is in bars, and the hydraulic diameter is in centimeters. We note that at
pressures near one atmosphere (one bar), the function H(P) becomes negative. Therefore,
when the Biasi CHI= correlation is selected for SRS assemblies, equation (6.56) is actually
being used to calculate the critical heat flux.

As a user option, when the mass flux through the flow channel is greater than 300 kg/m2-s,
the critical heat flux can alternatively be calculated using the correlation developed at SRL
(Hodges and Knoebel, 1973). This correlation is based on data taken with light water in a
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narrow rectangular channel having an aluminum surface. The correlation is presented in
two parts:

qCHF = 5,264×105( 1,0 + 0.476V)[1,0 + 0,03l(T_a t - Tt.)] (6.6[)

and

qCHF=2'021×106(1.0 + 0.169V) 6,62)

where

qc_F = critic_dheat flux, W/m2 °C

Tsar =- saturation temperature, °C

Tf - fluid temperature, °C

V = superficial liquid vekx::ity,rrJ'_

Equation (6,61) was found to better represent the data for liquid subcooling above 20 °C
while equation (6.62) applies at lower subcooling. As coded in FLOWTRAN-TF, we
evaluate both expressions and take the maximum value as an estimate of the critical heat
flux, 'This procedure transitions from the first equation to the second as the liquid
subcooling decreases,

At liquid mass fluxes less than 200 kg/m2-s, Griffith's modification (Bjomard and Griffith,
1977) of the Zuber pool boiling correlation (Zuber eta!., 1961) is used to calculate the
<_tical heat flux:

o:9 (24 g (pe 25= 1,0 - or) Igt cr - p_)]0 (6,63)qpool

We note that this correlation (also employed by COBRaVTRAC) predicts a critical heat flux
proportional to (1.0 - ct). Therefore,the critical heat flux decreases as the void fraction
increases.

,Atmass fluxes between 200 and 300 kg/mZ-s, a line,tr interpolation between the Biasi or
SRL correlation and pool boiling correlation is used to estimate the critical heat flux.

Finally, knowing qCHF,we need to determine the wall temperature when the critical heat
flux is reached (TcHF). This is found by solving for the temperature at which the Chen or
Mikic-Rohsenow correlations yield a heat flux equal to qCHF' The Chen boiling
correlations _e based on assuming a nucleate boiling and a forced convection contribution
to the overall heat flux. Using equations (6.29) and (6.30) to calculate heat transfer
cc,efficients and replacing Twwith TCHv yields the expression

qCHF = hLNB("FCHF- Tf)l'24(pw - p)0.75 + hL,FC(TCHF_ ,.[,f) (6,64)

for the total heat flux. In equation (6.64), hLN-B and hLFC are the constant portions of the
heat transfer coefficients. Since Pw will depend upon TCH F, the pressure dependence is left
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explicit in equation (6,64). Equation (6.64) is solved using a Newton iteration scheme
until the critical heat tlux temperature is determined within 0.1 °C, The critical heat tlux
tetnperature is restricted to be greater than the local saturation temperature and less than the
critical temperature for water i(_7.14 °K). A similar procedure again involving a Newton
iteration is used with the Mikic-Roshenow ton'elation to determine TcHF, This completes
deter_nination of ali points along the boiling curve,

7 Wall Drag

The mixture etr total wall drag in each coordinate direction (axial or azimuthal) ts
constructed bysumming phasic contributions, For example, the axial mixture drag is
defined by

The mixture drag is repartitioned in the Interfacial Drag section into the phasic components
F(_,fand F_,, appearing in the momentum balances given by equations (5,5) and (5,4). '_e

, _ Z"" /. , , " , ,

phasic components Fwf__d Fw,,, which actually mvotve both wall and mterfaclal drag, are
not the same as the components FZf * and [azs*, respectively, shown above. In the
remainder of this section, attention is restricted to defining the phasic contributions to the
total wall drag, FZf * and Fz *wg '

The phasic wall drag functional form is largely based on the COBRA/TRAC formulation
(Thurgood et al,, 1983) in which the wall drag force per unit volume on each phase is
modeled as the sum of friction and form components in terms of phasic velocity squared.
For the a,vial direction, the liquid and gas models are

Fwe = ------+D_......az 0_IufIuf (7,2)

where

z = axial coordinate

u = phasic velocity

@ = wetted wall parameter

= L,q) correction factor

f = friction factor

Dh = hydraulic diameter

K =- form loss coefficient
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Az - momentum cell length in axial direction

F]_:* _ actual wall drag force on k phase per unit volume

Note that the correct sign is obtained by actuali+,,computing the velocity, squ_'e term as the
absolute value of velocity, times vett_ity, The wetted wall parameter, 0, is detined to be the
t'raction of the wall in contact with the liquid phase. The heat transfer regime defines this
parameter, For pre-CHF conditions 0 = l and in the film boiling regime 0 = 0. In the
transition region the wetted wall parameter is set equal to the parameter 6 defined bv
equation (6,53). Minor dLfferences in channel length between the computational mesh an_t
the actual geometry, cn be handled with the LADcorrection factor, O, The friction factors
irlequations (7.2-3) -aredefined to be the fan, liar Darcy.,Weisbach fl'iction factors for one-
dimensional, single-phase flow. The friction fao:or expressions used in FLOWTRAN-TF
are given in Table 7.1. The Reynolds numbers used to the evaluate the friction factor
correlations are defined in terms of phasic velocity and use a corrected hydraulic diameter
motivated by the work of Jones (1976) ,andJones and Leung (1981) (Blevins, 1984). For
example, the axial friction factor for the liquid phase is computed in terms of the axial,
liquid-phase Reynolds number

= iv,5!
laf

The hydraulic diameter correction factor, K_, depends on the geometry, As an example,
the axial hydraulic diameter correction factor for ribbed annular flow channels is defined in
Fig, 7,1 (Blevins, 1984).

For the azimuthal direction, the frictional component is modeled _alogously to the axiM
frictional component, The fonn loss component is modeled differently and is customized
t'or treating azimuthal crossflow through rib gaps in a ribbed annular geometry, The
FLOWTRAN-TF model was motivated by the experimental results of Tapucu (1977), The
azimuthal mixture wall drag models are

= ; --.-----+bpgl ,lw+17,7)

where

PkDhlvkl
........ (7,8'1

Relvkl - _k

and the superscript x is used to denote the azimuthal direction. In equations (7,6-8)

ari b =- void fraction at the rib gap
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Ax - momentum cell length in azimuthal direction

Ivkl _

and the othersymbols are defined as before, The void fraction at tile rib gap is defined in
Section 12 of this document. Note that the form loss components of equations (7,6-7)
contain a Reynolds number dependence. The values for tile parameters a and b were
derived from the data of Tapucu /19773 _,d are chosen as

a = 1066 (7.9,,1)
b = 0,3391 tT,gb_

Values for form loss coefficients are quite geometry and mesh dependent and are typically
obtained through 'calibration' against single-phase pressure drop data,

Table 7.1 Wall friction factor expressions in FLOWTRAN-17=

Regime i Frici'ion F'?cior Re fe ren?"e-
Laminar: Exact solution:

64
Re S 2000 fL = "Re

Transition: Interpolation:
2000< Re< 4000 / 4000 N

( +  ooofU-T= 2 Re

Turbulent: Explicit approximation to Colebrook-White: Jain (1976),

Re>_4000 I °( e'-'_21'251)-2DhKhr_c Blevins
fT = 1.14- 21ogl + _2"o--9 (1984)

ri Kh
....rO ....=

ro 0,1 1.081
0.3 1,080
0.5 0,998
0.7 0,859
0,9 0,726

ri

Figure 7.1 Hydraulic diameter correction factors for a 90 ° annular sector (Blevins,
1984)
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8 Flow Regime Map and Interfacial Area

The ,qow re,me map and interfacial area models described i.nthis section are used only for
interfacial heat and mass transfer calculations. Earlier FLOWTRAN-TF interfacial drag
models also used the map cand interfacial area concentration) described here but now use a
different, simpler ilo,,,,'regime map. FLOWTRAN-TF is still under development and we
,m:icipate that the subsequent interfacial drag model will again rely on the flow regime map
discussed below.

8.1 Flow Regime Map

The FLOWTRAN-TF flow regime map is schematically illustrated in Fig. 8.1. The regime
map logic follows the general theory presented by Taitel et 'al. (1980) and that used in the
TRAC and RELAP5 series of codes (see Taylor et al. (1984) and Dimenna et al. (1988) for
example). T_' flow regimes assumed to comprise the map have been confirmed for
annular channel cross-sections by Kelessidis and Duckier (1989). The regime transition
logic follows that presented by Ishii and Mishima (1980). The total void fraction is the
sum of bubble, slug and annular regime void fractions. Transition from the dispersed
bubble regime to the annular liquid film regime is defined to occur in the total void fraction
range, 0.25 < ct < 0.75, with a pure slug regime only occurring at a total void fraction of
0.52. The maximum total void fraction for the pure bubble regime is 0.25 following a
maximum bubble density criterion for spherically shaped bubbles (Taitel et al., 1980;
Barnea et al,, I982). Similarly, the minimum total void fraction for removal of ali liquid
bridging is assumed to occur at 0.75 (Barnea et al., 1982) which defines the lower limit for
pure annular flow.

The bubble to slug transition logic assumes that the liquid surrounding Taylor bubbles (i.e.
those constrained by the physical dimensions of the flow region) contains spherical bubbles
at the maximum density. At at equal to 0.52 ali spherical bubbles are expected to disappear
ITaitel et al., 1980: Dimenna et al., 1988) and pure slug flow is realized. Above 52% total
void fraction, a smooth transition to annular flow is defined assuming an analogy with the
transition logic utilized between bubble and slug flow. The transition logic is to define a
conmbution from one regime and then to subtract that from the total void fraction to obtain
the contribution from the other regime. The transition from the bubble to the slug flow
reNme is deft.ned by

" --',-:"--TZ,, (8.l)
Ots - C_b

lie

Ot - atb
% = ------ (8.2)II

I - atb

atb = 0_- % (8.3)

and analogously the slug to annular transition is modeled as
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I _,, '_nsa

_' ** (_ - CX's / 'Ota= Cia _/ (8.4)
Oca - OCs J

iii

_ - O_a
cos= "------ (8.5)

1 - oca

a a = a - oq (8,6)

where

I_111

ab = 0.25 (8.7)

a s = 0.52 (8.8)

OO

0_,= 0.75 (8.9)

%, = 4 (8.10)

nslt = 4 (8.1 1)

e

Here, 0%represents the local bubble concentration defied to be the bubble regime volume
(excluding Taylor bubbles) divided by the bubble regime volume plus liquid volume.
Analogously, cta is the local annular gas core concentration defined to be the annular
regime gas phase volume divided by the annular regime gas phase volume plus liquid phase
volume. The exponents given by equations (8.10-11) were chosen somewhat arbitrarily.
The given selection produces a relatively rapid transition between the three flow regimes.
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Bubble Slug
Bubble Slug Annular Annular
Regime Regime Regime

t_ /

$

/
.mml

bubble slug
fraction annular

fraction

0
0.0 0.25 0J2 0.75 1.0

Total Void Fraction

Figure 8.1 Schematic illustration of FLOWTRAN-TF flow regime map

8.2 Interfacial Area Per Unit Volume

The total interfacial area per unit volume is defined to be the sum of individual contributions
from each regime following RELAP (Ransom, 1985) and Ishii mad Mishima (1980):

AI
-._ u at = aro+ als + ai,, (8.12)

Since all three regimes carmot exist simultaneously according to the flow regime map logic,
at least one term on the right hand side of equation (8.12) is always zero. The contribution
from each regime (bubble, slug, annular) is defined below in terms of ab, as and or,
defined by equations (8.1-11).

In the bubble regime, the maximum bubble diameter is nominally defined by a critical
Weber number criterion

2
We=----- (8.13)

CD
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which is obtained by equating drag force with surface tension force for a spherical bubble,
The drag coefficient is chosen as

24 Re0.75]: CD= -.R-_.[1 + 0,1 (8 14)

following Ishii and Mishima (1980). Combining equations (8.13) and (8,14) yields a
maximum bubble diameter based on the Weber number criterion as

I 2o - 241u_-urI_tr 4/3DW'= 2.4_t°'25p°'751us-url1.75 (8.15)

However, the maximum bubble diameter is assumed to be limited by the hydraulic diameter
so the maximum bubble diameter actually becomes

Dinsx = min(Dwe, Dh) (8.16)

A distribution of sizes is assumed to exist with the average size determined from

Davg= 0,5 Drnax (8.17)

and the collective bubble interfacial area per unit volume is defined by

3.6ab

aro= Day'-'-_ (8.18)

The slug regime interfacial area per unit volume analysis is based on the average Taylor
bubble diameter being constrained by the flow geometry to be 88% of the hydraulic
diameter and takes into account interface roughness (Ishii and Mishima, 1980), The result
is

(4.5)(1.5)ot,
als= Dh ' " (8.19)

The annular regime analysis is based on a narrow rectangular channel approximating one
subchannel of a ribbed annular conduit. A liquid film on the channel walls with uniform
film thickness is assumed to surround a gas phase core. First the wetted perimeter is
computed in terms of the FLOWTRAN-TF input variables from the def'mition of hydraulic
diameter.

4,Ac

Pw = D-'_ (8.20)

The uniform film thickness is approximated by
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(1 -0ta)A c
= (8.21)

5 Pw

and the interfacial perimeter by

PI = Pw - 85 (8.22)

Finally, the annular interfacial area concentration is modeled as

( "1 _'= 1- -6" (8.23

9 Interfacial Heat and Mass Transfer

Phase change occurs at two distinct locations. At the interfaces between existing gas and
liquid phases, interfacial heat and mass exchange occurs due to temperature and
concentration gradients in the bulk flow. At a heated wall in contact with the liquid phase,
boiling can occur due to local superheating of the liquid which flashes into steam.
Sirmlarly, condensation can occur due to local subcooling of the gas phase at a cooled wall.
The latter situation is termed interfacial heat and mass transfer at walls. Boiling and
condensation rates at solid walls have akeady been discussed in the Wall Heat Transfer
section. Following a discussion of interfacial heat and mass transfer in the bulk flow, we
complete the discussion of boiling/condensation at solid walls.

9.1 Interfacial Exchange in Bulk Flow
!

: Figure 9.1 illustrates the heat and mass transfer phenomena involved at interfaces in the
bulk flow for an example set of conditions. Thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed to
exist at the gas-liquid interface with the interface temperature, Ti, being defined by the
vapor-liquid saturation line, the system pressure P, and the steam molar concentration at the
interface Ysi. The net mass and energy transfer into the interface from both phases is zero
since the interface cannot store mass or energy. In general, temperature and concentration
gradients exist between the interface and bulk conditions and, through associated heat and
mass transfer coefficients, determine the rates of heat and mass transfer to the interface.
The fundamental equations governing interfacial heat and mass transfer in air-water flow
when the air component is assumed to be noncondensable are (see Bird et al. (1960) for

- example)

Va_r-liquid equilibri.ll_

: T i = Tsat(,'siP) (9.1)

=_ Gas,liquid interface mass bal_l.nce:

F_i + Fn = 0 (9.2)

: where in the gas film, steam transport is due to diffusion and bulk flow components
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Fgi = MsaiJs + ysr'gi (9,3)

rdas-liquid interface energy balance:

Egi + En = 0 (9.4)

where the total energy is comprised of heat and mass transfer components

Egi = Qgi + Fgihsi (9.5)

En = Qfi + Ffihfi (9,6)

Steam molar diffu_ic)nrate:

Js = ks (Ysi - Ys) (9.7)

Gas heat tra_

Qgi = hgaI(Ti- Tg) (9.8)

and

Liquid heat transfer rate;.

Qa = hf ai(Tj- Tr) (9,9)

The following nomenclature is used in the above equations

P - pressure

Ti --- interface temperature

Ts ._ bulk gas temperature

Tf -- bulk liquid temperature

Ys - bulk steam mole fraction in the gas phase

Ysi - interface steam mole fraction in the gas phase

hsi -" enthalpy of steam at the interface conditions

hn --- enthalpy of liquid at the interface conditions

Ms = molecular weight of steam

ai --- interfacial area per unit volume
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I; - steam molar diffusion flux

Fgi - gas (steam) mass flowrate from the interface to bulk gas per unit volume

r"fi ----' liqt/id mass flowrate from the interface to bulk Liquidper unit volume

Qgi _ heat rate from the interface to bulk gas per unit volume

(_ - heat rate from the interface to bulk liquid per unit volume

Egi - total energy rate from the interface to bulk gas per unit volume

Eli - total energy rate from the interface to bulk liquid per unit volume

k; - steam interfacial mass transfer coefficient

h_ -- gas interfacial heat transfer coefficient

h} - Liquid interfacial heat transfer coefficient

For brevity the following symbols are defined:

FI _ Fgi (9.10)

El - Egi (9.11)

, Ill

Hi; _ hsal (9.12)

,li *

Hf -- hfa I (9.13)

Ks - Mslq aI (9.14)

_i _ hsi- hfi (9.15)

. . . , , 0 .

The mterfaclal heat and mass transfer rate coefficients, H,, Hf and K_, are modeled m
terms of low mass transfer coefficients, Hs, Hf and K°, rffultiplied win Ackermann-type
correction factors (Bird et al., 1960; Ackermann, 1937) accounting for the distortion of
temperature and concentration profiles under high mass transfer conditions:

Hs

He jj
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Kg=Kg 1-B _ (9.18)

where

B = 0.625 (9.19)

The correction factors are approximate linearized versions of the exact results .from the film,
penetration, and boundary layer theories of interfacial transport. The chosen value for B
represents an average of values obtained from these models as can be seen from Fig.
21.7-2 in Bird et al. (1960). In the notation of Bird et al., equations (9.16-18) are the
straight line 0 = (1 - Bq_). The low mass transfer rate coefficients are comprised of
contributions from the bubble, slug and annular regimes as del'reed by the flow regime maplogic described previously:

Hg = =_,s hg'jarj (9.20)j ,a

Hf = =_,s,ahfjaljj (9.21)

Ks = ___,s,ak_aljj (9,22)

Table 9.1 lists correlations for the flow regime specific rate coefficients used in equations(9.20-22).

Equations (9.1-22) completely determine the interfacial heat and mass transfer rates in the
bulk flow. Their solution proceeds along the following lines. The interfacial mass transfer
rate per unit volume is obtained from the above equations in terms of the interfacetemperature, Ti, as

FI = - H_(Ti- "rg)- H_(Ti - rf)
k,.i (9.23)

The interface temperature is obtained from equation (9.1) after solving the nonlinearalgebraic equation

-H;(Ti- Tg)- Hf(Tj_ Tf) ,
)_i-----'---- (1 - Ys)- Kg(Ysi- Ys)= 0 (9.24)

for Ysi. In functional form, equation (9.24) is

F(ysi; P,Tg,Tf, ys, Hg,Hf, Kg) = 0 (9.25)
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which is seen to be a function of the bulk properties and heat and mass transfer correlations
(which are ultimately defined by the bulk properties).

_[- Initially " ,_
,_/Dry Air \

' Water _ _,_

...... ... .. ....... .

Bulk :...._ Liquid Gas Bulk
Liquid Film Film Gas

/ Gas

" ..... /" Temperature
Temperature ::_:::_:i_::_::_:/ Profile

Profile .......... ::'T

Ys!

Concentration
Profile

Figure 9.1 Schematic of interfacial heat and mass transfer in bulk flow - case of initially
dry air brought in contact with water at same temperature
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Table 9.1 Interfacial heat and mass transfer coefficient correlations in FLOWTRAN-TF

Flow Rate Correlation Refer'ences -
Regime_ Coefficient .............. ,

Bubble ha Nut'b = 1 + (1 + 0,564 Pe2/3)3/4 Oettrichet aL, 1973
........

hgb NUgb =104 Dimenna et al.,
(gas side is not controlling) 1988;

Treybal, 1980;
Sherwood et al,,

1975

..........

kgb Shgb = Nugb LeI/3
(Chilton.Colburnheatand-masstrans,analogy)

Slug hfs Partial turbulence (Reliquid film < 1200)'
Nufs = 1.18942 Pe°,,_ Dimenna et al.,

1988

Complete turbulence (Re'liquid film
>1200):

Nufs = 1.76×10 -5 Re 1'5°6Pr°'5 Treybal, 1980

..........................

hgs Nugs = 2 + 0.74 Re 1/2Pr 1/3 Lee & Riley, 1968
....

ks, Shgs= Nug_LeI/3
(Chilton.Colburnheatandmasstrans,analogy)

Annular hfa Laminar (Re122uid film _ 1200):
Nufa = (1.5 _i Pe/4,333) o.5 Treybal,1980

wheze 5 is the film thickness from flow regime
map logic

Turbulent (Reliquidfrm > 1200):
Nufa = 1.76x10 "5Re 1,5°6Pr°,5 Treybal, 1980

hga Laminar (Re < 50,000):
Nuga = 5.03 Pe 1/3 Chapman, 1974

Turbulent (Re _, 50,000)'
Nuga = 0.0265 Re°.8 Pr1/3 Chapman,1974

... .... - . , ,

kga Shca= NugaLeI/3
(ChJlton-Colburnheatandmasstrans,analogy)

...........................
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9.2 Interfacial Exchange at Walls

Vaporization/condensation rates have already been defined in the Wall Heat Transfer
section, In this subsection, the corresponding interfacial energy exchange terms are
explicitly defined, The overall model resembles the previous formulation with the energy
balance given by

Egw + Efw = 0 (19,26)

where

Esw -=Qsw + Fwhswn Ew (9.27)

Ef-w_ Qfw - Fwhfw= -" Ew (9.28)

The quantities Q,_wand Qfw should not be confused with Qw_and Qwf, respectively, shown
in equations (5.6-7), The steam (hsw) and liquid (hfw) enthaqpies are evaluated at the wall
surface conditions, The rate of phase change (boiling or condensation) per unit total
volume becomes

- Qgw - Qfw
FW " ........

_w (9,29)

where the heat of vaporization is given by

Lw = h,w" htw (9.30)

Since the vaporization/condensation rates have been set in the Wall Heat Transfer section
by equations (6.14), (6.26) and (6.37), equation (9.29) actually defines the
vaporization/condensation heat transfer terms Q_w and Qfw, For subcooled boiling these
terms are

Q_w = 0 (9,3 l a)

and

_,, Aw
Qfw = - t ,_w'_" (9.31 b)

while for condensation

Qr-w=0 (9.32a)

and

Q_w = - F (9.32b)
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10 interfacial Drag

In the high void region, the FLOWTRAN-TF interfacial drag model is constrained to
satisfy a counter-current flow limitation (flooding) correlation appropriate to the geometry.
of the mesh cell face at hand, We begin by compiling the relevant CCFL correlations and
then discuss the overall interfacial drag model.

10.1 CCFL Correlations

For some of the channel geometries of interest to SRS (circular, annular, for example),
flooding correlations are available in the literature, Unfortunately, no CCFL data for ribbed
annular passages have been located to-date nor is any SRS data available. Fortunately, a
90 ° sector of a thin ribbed annular section is very similar to a thin rectangular channel, for
which literature data are available, as illustrated in Fig, 10.1, Therefore, we assume CCFL
data for thin rectangular channels are applicable to the fibbed annular geometry of interest.
Literature experimental data for thin rectangular channels of various aspect ratios are shown
in Fig. 10.2. The data are for air-water countercurrent flow near atmospheric pressure,
The e×perimental data has been successfully correlated using a Wallis-type formulation
(Wallis, 1969)

%/_ + m_ =C (10,1)

where 2a is taken for the characteristic dimension, Dc, in the definition

* - Pk

Jkm Jk a (Dr-pz) k = gorf (10,2)

and the m and C values are functions of the aspect ratio, b/a, of the channel. For the
correlation illustrated in Fig. 10.2, the m and C parameters are computed in terms of the
aspect ratio (b/a) as

m = 0.5148 + 3.4435 a (10.3)

C = 0.6581 +0.1366 log10 (b) (10.4)

The choice of twice the channel width, 2a, for the characteristic dimension over other
selections, such as hydraulic diameter, has been justified. Using the channel hydraulic
diameter as the characteristic dimension failed to collapse the flooding data for various
aspect ratios. Also, various analyses indicate that twice the channel width is the appropriate
dimension (Mishima and Nishihara, 1985; Cheng, 1990), For example, the liquid flow
fraction for a cylindrical channel is

(t--c_)_--_"5- (l0.5)
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where 8 is the film thickness of annular liquid downflow and D is the channel hydraulic
diameter, The countercurrent flow visualization studies done by Sudo and Kaminaga
(1989) indicate that most of the liquid downflow occurred along the narrow side walls of a
thin rectangular chan,nel, In tns case, the liquid flow fraction is approximately

28
(1 - c_) :- -.-- (10,6)a

where a is the wide span of the rect_gular channel, From inspection of equations (10,5)
and (10,6), the appropriate characteristic diameter for a thin rectangular channel _s
apparently 2a.

Table 10,1 lists the flooding correlation parameters used in FLOWTRAN-TF simulations
for various geometries of interest.

90° Sector of Equivalent
Ribbed Annular Channel Rectangular Channel

&

L i|l iJ i i i i

ro
11;

a - T(ri + ro)

b _ ro - ri

ri

Figure 10.1 Similarity between a 90 ° thin annular sector and a thin rectangular channel
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1,4 -
' ! ' ! ' ' ' '|' ' I ' ' |, '.... ' I ' '

A Sudo & Kaminaga (b/a=8.3/66 (mm))

* Sudo & Kaminaga (b/a=12,3/66 (mm))
1,2 i Osakabe & Kawasaki (b/a=10/100 (mm))

O Osakabe & Kawasaki (b/a=5/100 (mm))

t_ I"10sakabe & Kawasaki (b/a=2/100 (mm))1,0 AAA,
a A Mishima (b/a-l,5/40 (ttma))

" Mishima (b/a=2.4/40 (mm))

0.8 ° Mishima (b/a =5/40 (mm))
a ® ORNL (b/a=1.27/100 (mm))

i1

--lr".. ) 0.6

,E." ,El' '_ +m =C
0.4 * &

,A

A Ii I

0.2 A " •

0.0

, 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,,8 1.0 1,2 1,4

C
Figure 10.2 Flooding correlation for thin rectangular geometry
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Table 10.1 Interfacial drag/CCFL parameters for SRS geometries of interest

Geometry___ Dc m ....C -References -"lhin 2a rain[0.5148 + .... 0.6581 + - Sudo &
Rect-angular " 3.4.435(b/a), 0.13661og10(b/a) Kaminaga, 1989;

1,0] Osakabe &
b Kawasaki, 1989;

a Mishima, 1984;
Ruggles, 1989

Ribbed _: same as abo've same as above
Annulus _'(ri + ro) - 2a

a -: ._.(r i + ro)

b - ro - i i

Annuius rt ....... 0'.8 0.45 ...... -Osakabe&
_'(ri + r°) Kawasaki, 1989

Circular D 1.0 0.94 Wallis, 1969....

10,2 Interfacial Drag Model

Two distinct interfacial drag models are used in the axial and azimuthal momentum
balances. The current axial interfacial drag model is based on adapting one.dimensional
drift-flux concepts to the two-fluid formulation (Anderson and Chu, 1982; Ishii and
Mishima, 1984). The drift-flux model fbr downward flow is

ug= C0(jg + jr) - u_j (10.7)

where

u8 =- gas phasic velocity

J8 -= gas superficial velocity, Qs/A

jf = Liquidsuperficial velocity, Q.f/A

Co - distribution coefficient

' u_ -_ drift velocity

For drift-flux parameters, Co and urj, which are at most functions of void fraction, a
compatible FLOWTRAN-TF two-flu,d model is constructed as follows. The frictional
cornpor_ent of mixture wall drag, FZw,is repartitioned between the gas and liquid momentum
balances according to

F_, [mc=aF_ [ mc= o_(F_,*[mc+ Fzf* Ifrlc) (10.Sa)

Fzf [ fric = (l-ct)FZ [ fri¢ = (I"a)(Fzw, * If ric + Fzf * [ frlc) (10.8b)

term l::Z8[_e can be interpreted as an 'induced' interfacial drag due to wallThe friction.
The form toss components are left the same as those constructed in Section 7. That is
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Fzg : FZwgIfric + FZwg* [form (10.9a)

l:,_e= W_elfnc+ F_wf* t eo_ (t0,9b)

'Local' interfacial drag, due to the relative motion between the phases, is modeled in terms
of the drift-flux parameters as

2 _ug-C0u f 1-a ug-C0u f (10.10)
ugj

where values for the distribution coefficient, Co, and the drift velocity, u_i, are derived
from data. Note that the correct sign is obtained for F_ by forming the produ'_t of absolute
value of relative velocity and relative velocity, With the interfacial drag models given by
equations (10.8-10), the gas momentum balance (5.4) reduces to the drift-flux model
(10.7) under steady, axially uniform conditions with no form losses.

For void fractions less than 40% (dispersed flow regime), the drift velocity in
FLOWTRAN-TF is computed from a bubble rise velocity correlation of the form

u_j= (10.11)

where Dc is a geometry specific characteristic dimension. Table 10.1 lists the characteristic
dimension for the channel shapes of interest. For void fractions greater than 60%
(separated flow regime), the drift velocity is computed in terms of the distribution
coefficient such that the flooding correlation given by equation (10.1) is satisfied (Ohkawa
and Lahey, 1980):

s _ Co
urn- C2%4 Pe _' - Coot' (' 1/2 (10.I2)

m2 + 1--"Z_ p'_g)Of

Between 40% and 60% void, the drift velocity is determined by linearly interpolating
between the dispersed and separated regime values according to void fraction.

The distribution pararneter was viewed as a piecewise linear function of void fraction to be
adjusted to fit the available cocurrent downflow data. The constant K in equation (10.11)
was also chosen to be a free parameter. These parameters were optimized to give a best fit
to the VOID Rig cocurrent downflow data (Whatley, 1990) as follows. Eliminating
pressure gradient, VP, between the gas and liquid momentum balances, equations (5.4)
and (5.5), yields

F[ = ct(1 - ct)Apg (10.13)

This expression was used to derive 'experimental' values of interfacial drag, denoted
FIExP, from VOID Rig void fraction data. Equation (10.10) produced 'model' values in
terms of the chosen free parm'neters and can be rewritten in functional form as
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F_[°DI_= fcn(Co, K) (10.14)

where K is the coefficient in con'elation (10.11) and Co represents the vector of
distribution parameier values, Optimal parameter values were chosen by minimizing a
least-squares norm between the experimental (Fr_xr') and model (F[ M°DzL) interfacial drag
values, accounting for uncertainties in both the independent and dependent variables. The
optimal value of K was determined to be 0.503 and Fig. 10.3 illustrates the resulting
dismbution coefficient variation. The corresponding drift velocity variation for the VOID
Rig channel geometry is shown in Fig. 10.4,

"Fuming to interfacial drag modeling in the azimuthal direction, the wall drag repartitioning
is analogous to the axial direction. The local drag is modeled differently however with the
local relative velocity computed as the simple difference of the phasic velocities:

q' Iws-wel (1o.z )

In ali applications c,unsidered to-date, azimuthal flow occurs between subchannels (90 °
sectors) through the narrow gap between a longitudinal rib and the adjacent cylinder. For
these cases, we assume two-phase flow in the azimuthal direction (x-direction) is
homogeneous; that is, we set the interfacial drag coefficient, C_t to a sufficiently large
number such that the relative velocity between the phases is nearly tero.
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Figure 10.3 Distribution coefficient function in FLOWTRAN-TF
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Figure 10.4 Drift velocity model for VOID Rig channel geometry o,ly (De = 0.156m,
m = 0.69, C = 0.48)

1 1 Channel Inlet Void Distribution Model for Mark.22
Assembly

In applications of two-fluid thermal-hydraulic codes such as FLOW'TRAN-TF, the spatial
nodalization is relatively coarse vAth mesh ceils typically spanning the entire cross-sectioual
area of the dominant flow direction. Code calculations yield only cross-sectional average
values; details of the flow behavior within a mesh cell are inherently imbedded in the
constitutive relations. Explicit tracking of the detailed flow within a cell is generally
unnecessary to perform the transport calculations. One exception occurs at the junction
between the Top and Middle Sections of the Mark-22 assembly mesh, illustrated in Figure
11.1, where the main channel branches into multiple flow paths (refer to Fig. 2,1 for
definitions of Top and Middle Sections). Because the phases are not generally distributed
uniformly within a cell, the local void fraction advected across the middle section channel
entrances is not equal to the upstream cell-average value available from the normal code
computations. In this section, we describe an empirical model for the middle section
channel inlet void distribution for the Mark-22 assembly which we use to specify void
fraction at the middle section entrance. Liquid flow splits, gas flow splits, and tot.al
assembly air flow are ali strongly dependent on the channel inlet void distribution for a
given total liquid flowrate and pressure boundary condition.

Before presenting the detailed channel inlet void model for the Mark-22 assembly, we first
qualitatively describe the expected phase distribution in the upstream cell based on physical
reasoning and experimental observation. Because of symmetry in the azimuthal direction,
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void fraction is presumed to be generally nonuniform. Phase distribution phenomena are
known to depend on channel geometry, flow direction and flow conditions (i.e. flow'rates,
pressure gradient, etc.). For downward flows, void peaking has generally been observed
toward the center of the conduit with lowest void near the wall (Oshinowa and Charles,
1974; Wang et al., 1987). Accordingly, we expect the local void advected across the
middle channel inlet to tend to be higher than that advected across the inner and outer
channel entrances. Also we expect this effect to be more pronounced in the slug and
annular flow regimes. A complicating factor is the 'overhang' immediately above the inlet
to the outer channel. Under an adverse pressure gradient situation for which the liquid
flow is gravity dominated and the gas flow is due to entrainment in the liquid flow, we
expect the overhanging lip to tend to divert liquid away from the outer channel. That is, we
anticipate a tendency toward higher void at the outer channel inlet due to the Mark-22
geometry for an adverse pressure gradient. For a favorable pressure gradient on the other
hand, air flows are relatively high and water is swept along with the air flow. Because of
the low inertia of the gas phase, the overhanging lip is not a significant obstacle and we
anticipate less impact on the void distribution compared to the adverse pressure gradient
CaSe.

An examination of the Annular Flow Distribution (AFD) liquid flow fraction data ta.kenat
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) (Childerson et al., 1990) supports the anticipated phase
distribution behavior discussed above. Furthermore, channel inlet void values inferred
from the liquid flow fraction data can be successfully correlated as a function of computed
.upstream average void fraction and local pressure gradient at the Top/Middle Section
junction. The I:LOWTRAN-TF Mark-22 channel inlet void model was constructed by
assuming the inner and middle channel inlet void could be empirically modeled as

cti = fcn(ct, VP) (l 1.1)

am = fcn(a,VP) (I 1.2)

and the outer channel inlet void fraction could be determined from the mass balance

_'_ Vk _ Ak
o_=. ,_ ak--Q--= 2,,,+ (Zk'_" (11,3)

tL=t,m.o k=t,rn,o

where the upstream cell volume is partitioned by channel inlet flow area. Symbols in the
above equations are def'med by

i = inner channel

m -= middle channel

o n outer channel

oc - average upstream void fraction

Otk -= kt_channel inlet void; k = i, m, o

VP - local pressure gradient

V m upstream cell volume
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Vk -= volume partitioned to the k°achannel

A ---total channel inlet area

A_ _- kthchannel inlet area

The procedure for inferring 'experimental' channel inlet void fraction values from the AFD
data is based on matching experimental and predicted liquid flow splits as shown in Fig.
11.2. The results of this process for a subset of the AFD data are shown in Figs. 11,3
through 11.6. The inferred data was subsequently correlated using polynomial functions
of upstream average void. The detailed FLOWTRAN-TF channel inlet void distribution is
given below.

For AP < 0 Pa (adverse pressure gradient),

adv
a i = 0.3088ct- 0.3106a 2 + 4.4771ct 3 - 7.4838ct 4 + 4.0085ct 5 (11.4)

adv
ctm = 0.9292ct- 1.9320ct 2 + 9.9311ct 3 - 12.783ct 4 + 4.8547ct 5 (11.5)

For _P > APo - 200 Pa (favorable pressure gradient),

ctfa v
i = ct- 2.2029ct2+ 4,2057ct 3- 2.0028ct 4 (11.6)

etf av
ra = ct- 2.5932ct2 + 14.667a3 - 21.131a4 + 9.0472ct5 (11.7)

The pressure difference _ is defined to be the upstream cell pressure minus the arithmetic
average of the cell pressta'es in the middle section at the top axial layer. In the pressure
gradient transition region, 0 < AP < AP0, linear weighting between the adverse and
favorable correlations def'mes the channel inlet void distribution as

( AP'_ _v (AP'_ fay

where k = i, m. In developing the equations (11.4-7), the following constraints were
imposed on the polynomial forms:

ctX(0, AP) = 0 (11.9)

ct_(l,AP)= I (11,10)

where l = adv, fav. In addition, continuity of slope with the homogeneous void
distribution line (ctk- a) at zero void was required for favorable pressure gradient
conditions due to a lack of data in this region. That is, equations (11.6) and (11.7) also
satisfy
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Figure 11.1 Schematicdiagramof Mark.22assembly geometry andFLOWTRAN-TF
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symmetricslice)
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Figure 11.3 Inner channel inlet void fractionversus average upstream void fraction for
adverse pressure gradient ( _ ; homogeneous void distribution)
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: Figure 11.4 Middle channel inlet void fraction versus average upstream void fraction
for adverse pressure gradient ( _ ; homogeneous void distribution)
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12 Azimuthal Momentum Donoring Scheme

Another situation in'which the detailed phase distribution within a fluid computational cell
is important is illustrated schematically in Fig, 12.1. Within each subchannel of a ribbed
annular channel, higher loc',:dvoid occurs near the center and a higher fraction of the liquid
occupies the region near each rib. Referring to Fig. 12,2, properties at a cell face are
usually taken from one of the adjoining cell centers depending on the velocity direction.
Specifically, cell face properties are taken to be upwind cell center values and are termed
'donored' properties, For the situation illustrated in Fig. 12,1, the donored local void
fraction at the cell face coinciding with a rib gap, ctrib,may not be well approximated by the
cell average value, ct. A flexible donoring scheme is coded in FLOWTRAN-TF to allow
users the option of modifying the normal donoring scheme of ctriu - ct. For ct < ct1 a
linear variation is chosen:

( ctrib, 1 )
(/'rib = "----"-- Ct (12.1)

ctl

In the region cii < ct < ct2 the form is

(/'rib = (/*rib,2 + "ct2 _ (ctrib,1 - ctrib,2) (12,2)

and for ct > ct2

( Ct- ct2) N2(l[rib = [ -(l"-_ (1 - Ctrib, 2) -1- ctrib,2 (12.3)

The parameters ct1, ct2, ctrib,1, ctrib,2, N1, and N2 are input parameters. Note that the
model is continuous for any selection of the parameters. Figure 12.3 illustrates an example
variation which is piecewise linear (NI = N2 - 1).

Experience with FLOWTRAN-TF indicates that azimuthal crossflow can be sensitive to the
rib void fraction model depending on the selections for other parameters (i.e form loss
coefficient, interfacial drag coefficient, rib gap, orientation with respect to gravitational
field). A clear choice for the rib void fraction model has not emerged to-date. The rib void
fraction model chosen for the nominal Mark-22 assembly model used to compute the
Recommended K-Reactor Restart ECS Power Limit (Smith et al., 1990a; Smith et al.,
1990b) is

ctl -- 0,25 (12.4a)

ct2 = 0.75 (12.4b)

ctrib,1= 0.25 (12.4c)

O_rib,2= 0.75 (12.4d)

6O



N1 = 1.0 (12,4e)

N2 = 1,0 (12,4f')

which is simply the 'default' model C_ib = OL

Gas

Liquid

Cell Avera
Void Fraction

O_

Figure 12.1 Typic_ void fraction distribution in a ribbed annular channel
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13 Boundary Conditions

The basic inlet boundary condition option is prescribed pressure P, void fraction o:, gas
temperature Tg, liquid temperature Tr, and air mass fraction Xa. Inlet densities and
enthalpies are computed from these specified five primary variables. For the basic
boundary condition option, inlet gas and Liquid flowrates are part of the FLOWTRAN-TF
solution. In addition to the basic option, inlet liquid and/or gas flowrate can be prescribed
in FLOWTRAN-TF giving the user three additional inlet boundary condition options. For
prescribed liquid flow, the liquid momentum balance between the inlet boundary (plenum)
cell and the first cell in the Top Section is replaced with a specified flowrate equation. Inlet
pressure is al,coupled from the overall liquid momentum balance but is still used in the
overall gas momentum balance and to compute inlet densities and enthalpies, Prescribed
gas flowrate is handled in an analogous manner. Finally, liquid flowrates at the entrance of
each axial flow path in the middle section can be prescribed. This allows the user to
prescribe annular channel or subchannel flow splits for instance.

In both reactor assembly and experimental rig applications, horizontal stratified flow
frequently exists at the inlet between the inlet (plenum) boundary cell and the fin'stinternal
cell in the fluid mesh as shown schematically in Fig. 12.1. For this situation, the phasic
z-direction momentum balances are modified by adding void gradient terms to account for
the pressure gradient in the transverse (vertical) direction at the flu'stmesh cell face. The
following terms are added to the right hand side of equations (5.,*) and (5.5), respectively,
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-HApgo_(1 .- o_)Vct (13. I)

+HApgot(1 - ct)Va (13.2)

where H is the transverse cell (plenum) height. Note that these extra terms do not appear in
the mixture (sum) momentum balance since the terms are identical except for sign. Also,
the user may modify the interfacial drag coefficient to account for the horizontal, stratified
flow regime. Typically, a very small interfacial drag coefficient is selected.

Terms (13.1) and (13.2) are derived as follows. Figure 13.2 illustrates the pressure profile
in a horizontal stratified flow. The following pressures are defined

Pi m interface pressure

Pg =- average pressure in gas phase

Pf - average pressure in liquid phase

Assuming the transverse pressure gradients in gas and liquid are due to hydrostatic head
and constant properties yields

1
Pg = Pi- '_o_gagH (13.3)

1

Pf = Pi + _pfgotfH (13.4)

The pressure force on the gas phase per unit volume for the control volume shown in
Figure 13.2 is

._ = (Pglc_gl- Pg_Otg2)A _ (Pil + Pi2) (otgt- ag2)A
V V 2 V (13.5)

In the limit at zXzgoes to zero

F  Pgct
lira _ = _- Pi-_z (13.6)Az_O V

Sirnilarly for the liquid phase

Ff _P_f _¢xe
lira ---= (13.7)az--,0V -b'7--

The pressure force per unit volume on the mixture is the sum of equations (13.5) and
(13.6):
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_z_O V =

Equation (1318) motivates defining an average mixture pressure as

f' =.ctgPg+ atF't (13.9)

In terms of the average mixture pressure, the interface, average gas, and average liquid
pressures are

Pi = _ + pggct_H - 7pfgo 4H (13.10)

_g _, 1 l 2= - _pggctgotfH - _.pt-gcqH (13.11)

1 2. 1
Pf = _ + _'9ggctg ri + _'ofgtxsctf H (13.12)

Substituting equations (13.10-12) into equations (13.6-7) yields

F _p i_ctg
lira 2£ + (13,13)

Azo0 V = Ctg-_ ApgHctgctf-_

Ft _P aa
az_oVlirn= oq-._z - ApgHotgctt._z (13.14)

Moving these terms to the r.h.s, of the momentum balance as they appear in equations
(5.4) and (5.5) (i.e. change the sign) and replacing crgwith ct, ctf with (1-a), and O//gz
with V yields the terms given by (13.1-2).
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